OUR MOBILE CAMPS
Our camping style is not luxury, but it is comfortable. Our mobile camps are by
necessity more basic and few, if any, other companies in Tanzania are able to
break camp in the morning and have the camp set up again and waiting at a
new location when one walks in for lunch! This allows us to be very flexible in
where we go, it allows for great car-assisted walking opportunities and also
aligns with our philosophy of minimal impact. When we leave a camp, we try
to leave nothing but a cold fire place to mark our passing.
With 30 years of experience camping in Tanzania, we believe that we have
found the perfect medium between providing for our basic needs while
creating an experience of “real” camping, where one feels completely a part of
the environment around you, rather than apart from it.

MOBILE DINING CANOPY

Food is normally eaten around a fire, under the stars, or in the shade of an
Acacia Tree. However, our mobile dining canopies act as a central gathering
point for meals, drinks, snacks and resource materials. The canopies can also
host groups that want to eat at a table that is more sheltered from the
weather.

MOBILE TENTS
Our tents are large enough to stand in, and are furnished with cots,
mattresses, bedding and towels.

MOBILE SHOWERS & TOILETS
The solar showers we provide are simple, but exactly what one needs to wash off
the sweat, dust or mud after a day of walking or driving. Heated by the sun, hot or
cold water is then added to reach the desired temperature. In many of the places
we visit, water is a scarcity and is carried in with us. Showers are often rationed to
one a day and guests are urged to be careful with the use of water.
We provide enclosed pit-latrines with a wooden seat over. Simple but
effective, these also align with our “leave-no-trace” philosophy.

FOOD
Camp fare is planned and organized by
our wives from locally available
foodstuffs and is generally considered
better than good. One to three camp
staff will accompany you in camp to
help prepare food and take care of
your needs, from the first hot sip of
coffee in the morning, to the last
satisfied sip of your nightcap in the
evening.

